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CONTEXT - MOTIVATION  
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Cosmology from Home 2020 – DAMIC – Daniel Baxter

DAMIC WIMP Results (2016)

• Prototype detector 
deployed at SNOLAB with 
8Mpix (2.9g) silicon CCDs 
during 2015
• Successfully demonstrated 

the ability of a low 
threshold CCD array to 
search for dark matter

9

A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. Phys. Rev. D 94, 082006 (2016)

• Dark Matter: astrophysical / cosmological probes (rotation curves, CMB, BBN) 
             —> ~25% of the Energy Matter content of the universe 
            Dark Matter: The evidence from astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology,M. ROOS arXiv:1001.031,  
                     An Introduction to Particle Dark Matter. Profumo et al arXiv:1910.05610  
 


• WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle): considered as the favourite candidate 
             —> nominal model m ~ 100GeV

DAMIC 2016
0.6 kg d

•  Light WIMPs


• CDMS Si excess 
CDMS collab, arXiv:1304.4279



DARK MATTER IN CCD (DAMIC)
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3.77eV / e-h pair  

• Ionisation threshold ~3.7 eV

• low readout noise ~1.6 e- 

(Ethreshold = 50-60 eVee)
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• High granularity (15μm)

- PID —> Bkg discrimination

- Depth information (diffusion)


• Thick fully depleted CCD (675μm) 
IEEE Transactions On Electron Devices, VOL. 50, No. 1, 
225-338, Jan.. 2003



DAMIC AT SNOLAB
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DAMIC DETECTOR
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Copper 
module

Kapton 
signal cable

Poly- 
ethylene

Lead

J. Zhou

VIB

Lead block

Cu box 
with CCDs

Kapton 
signal cable

Cu vacuum 
vessel

• SNOLAB (Canada):  2km deep in a mine ( 0.3 muon / m
2
 / day !)


• Physics goal: WIMP search (this presentation: arXiv:2007.15622) 
                      Dark sector (Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 181802)  
                      Silicon radioactive contamination (arXiv:1506.02562, JINST 10 (2016) no.08 P08014) 



WIMP SEARCH METHODOLOGY
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1

Acquire and 
select data

2

Build a 
background 

model 

3

Compare data / 
simulation

—> Signal or 
limit (or both…)

Results on low-mass weakly interacting massive particles from a

11 kg d target exposure of DAMIC at SNOLAB
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We present constraints on the existence of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) from a
11 kg d target exposure of the DAMIC experiment at the SNOLAB underground laboratory. The
observed energy spectrum and spatial distribution of ionization events with electron-equivalent en-
ergies >200 eVee in the DAMIC CCDs are consistent with backgrounds from natural radioactivity.
An excess of ionization events is observed above the analysis threshold of 50 eVee. While the origin
of this low-energy excess requires further investigation, our data exclude spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon scattering cross sections ���n as low as 3⇥10�41 cm2 for WIMPs with masses m� from 7
to 10GeV c�2. These results are the strongest constraints from a silicon target on the existence
of WIMPs with m�<9GeV c�2 and are directly relevant to any dark matter interpretation of the
excess of nuclear-recoil events observed by the CDMS silicon experiment in 2013.

The DAMIC experiment at SNOLAB employs the bulk
silicon of scientific charge-coupled devices (CCDs) to
search for ionization signals produced by interactions of
particle dark matter from the Milky Way halo. Weakly
interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are leading can-
didates to constitute the cold dark matter in the uni-
verse [1]. WIMPs would have characteristic speeds of
hundreds of km s�1 and would scatter elastically with
nuclei to produce nuclear recoils [2, 3], which generate
ionization signals in detector targets. By virtue of the
low noise of the CCDs and the relatively low mass of
the silicon nucleus, DAMIC is particularly sensitive to
WIMPs with masses m� in the range 1–10GeV c�2.

In 2013, the CDMS Collaboration reported an ex-
cess of nuclear-recoil events observed above their back-
ground model in their silicon detectors [4], which
could be attributed to the scattering of WIMPs with
m�⇠9GeV c�2. Although null results from multiple ex-
perimental searches are in tension with this interpre-
tation [5, 6], detailed analyses demonstrate the large

⇤ Deceased January 2017

sensitivity to theoretical assumptions in the comparison
of WIMP search results between di↵erent nuclear tar-
gets [7]. In this Letter, we explore with the same nu-
clear target the parameter space that corresponds to the
CDMS event excess.

Throughout 2017–2018, DAMIC acquired data for its
dark matter search with a tower of seven 16-megapixel
CCDs (6.0 g each) in the SNOLAB underground labora-
tory. Each CCD is held in a copper module that slides
into slots of a copper box that is cooled to ⇠140K inside
a cryostat. The top module (CCD 1) was made from
high-radiopurity copper electroformed by Pacific North-
west National Laboratory [8], and is shielded above and
below by two 2.5 cm-thick lead bricks. The other mod-
ules (CCDs 2–7), made from commercial copper, popu-
late the bottom segment of the box. The box is shielded
on all sides by ⇠20 cm of lead and 42 cm of polyethylene
to stop environmental � rays and neutrons, respectively.
The innermost 5 cm of the lead shield and the bricks in-
side the box are ancient (smelted more than 300 years
ago) and have reduced radiation from 210Pb (⌧1/2=22 y)
contamination. Boil-o↵ from a liquid nitrogen dewar is
used to purge the volume around the cryostat from radon,
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1

Acquire and 
select data



DATA ACQUISITION

7
International	Cosmic	Ray	Conference	(ICRC)	2019	– DAMIC@SNOLAB	– Daniel	Baxter

DAMIC	at	SNOLAB
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DATA SELECTION
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• 1x100 images 
 better energy resolution


• stringent masking 
 ~7% of data removed


• leakage current 
exposure duration and image 
selection 

➡ 11 kg day of exposure 

• cluster search 

Gaussian vs constant likelihood 
• selection on ΔLL

• efficiency 

50% at ~80 eV

69

2

whose level is continuously monitored. The overburden of
the laboratory site (6010m water equivalent) suppresses
cosmic-muon backgrounds to a negligible level. Details
of the DAMIC infrastructure can be found in Ref. [9].

The DAMIC CCDs were developed by Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory MicroSystems Lab [10].
The CCDs are 674±3µm thick with an active thickness of
665±5µm that is fully depleted by a bias of 70V applied
to a backside planar contact. Ionizing radiation produces
free charges (electron-hole pairs) in the active bulk. The
holes are drifted along the direction of the electric field
(�ẑ) and collected on an array of 4116⇥4128 pixels of
size 15⇥15µm2 (z=0 plane). Because the drifting charge
di↵uses with time, there is a positive correlation between
the lateral spread (�xy) of the collected charge on the
pixel array and the depth of the interaction (z). After a
user-defined exposure time, the charge collected in every
pixel is transferred serially into a low-noise output node
for measurement. A CCD readout where column-wise
segments of 100 pixels were grouped in a single charge
measurement results in an image with 4116⇥42 pixels.
The image contains a two-dimensional stacked history
(projected on the x-y plane) of all ionization produced
throughout the exposure. For details on the readout of
DAMIC CCDs see Ref. [11].

The DAMIC detector was commissioned in the summer
of 2017 with a red (780 nm) light-emitting diode installed
inside the cryostat. Images were acquired with varying
light exposures to confirm the e�cient charge transfer
and to calibrate the output signal of each CCD in units
of eV electron equivalent (1 e�=3.8 eVee) following the
procedure in Ref. [11].

For the dark matter search, data images were acquired
with 3⇥104 s or 105 s exposures, immediately followed by
“blank” images whose exposure is solely the 130 s read-
out time. Image quality was monitored throughout data
acquisition, including visual inspections. Images with
visible gradients from transients of leakage current af-
ter restarting the electronics or caused by temperature
changes, or with visible patterns from readout noise, were
discarded before processing. To minimize radioactive
backgrounds in the data set, images acquired when there
was a measurable level of radon (>5Bqm�3) around the
cryostat were also excluded. A total of 5607 images from
801 exposures, together with their corresponding blanks,
were considered for this analysis, with an integrated ex-
posure time of 308.1 d.

Image processing started with the pedestal removal
and correlated-noise subtraction procedures of the
DAMIC analysis pipeline described in Ref. [11] and [12],
respectively. We used the images for this analysis and im-
ages from higher-temperature data runs acquired in early
2017 to identify spatially localized regions of high leak-
age current due to lattice defects and generated “masks”
following the procedure in Ref. [11]. Additionally, pix-
els on the edges of the CCDs with coordinate x128 or
x>3978, which exhibit transient leakage current following
the restart of the electronics, were included in the masks.
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FIG. 1. Data cluster in the WIMP search energy region. The
black markers show the pixel values along the row while the
red histogram is the result of the best-fit Gaussian function.
Cluster variables are given in the inset.

The application of the masks removed 7% of pixels and
results in a distribution of pixel values centered at zero
and dominated by white noise with �pix⇠1.6 e�. Only
29 of the processed images have readout noise that is in-
consistent with white noise, having at least one negative
pixel with value <�5�pix, and were discarded.
For the low-energy events of interest, the range of the

ionizing particles is much smaller than the CCD pixel
size and di↵usion dominates the distribution of charge
on the pixel array. Because the charge was read out in
column-wise segments 100 pixels high, information on the
distribution of charge along the y axis was lost. Hence,
the pattern on the image can be described by a Gaussian
distribution along a row, whose amplitude is proportional
to the deposited energy E, mean µx is the x coordinate
of the interaction, and �x is the spatial width in the x
dimension. We identified clusters of charge using both
a “fast” algorithm, which groups contiguous pixels with
signal larger than 4�pix, and a “likelihood” algorithm,
which performs a statistical test in a moving window
along a row to search for the preference of a Gaussian
template over baseline white noise. In addition, for the
likelihood clusters we computed�LL, the result of a like-
lihood ratio test between the best-fit Gaussian function
and a flat baseline, such that more negative values cor-
respond to a higher statistical significance of the cluster.
Figure 1 shows an example of an identified low-energy
cluster and the corresponding best-fit Gaussian function.
The clustering algorithms, and the accuracy and preci-
sion of event reconstruction are described in Ref. [11].
The relation between �x and the z coordinate of an

energy deposition in the CCD active region can be mod-
eled as �2

x=�A ln |1 � bz|. The values A=285±24µm2

and b=(8.2±0.3)⇥10�4 µm�1 were obtained from fits to
straight cosmic muon tracks acquired when the CCDs
were characterized on the surface before deployment at
SNOLAB. The details on the di↵usion model and the
specifics of the calibration can be found in Ref. [11].
A comparison between the observed maximum di↵usion
(�max) in our data set and its expected value from the

Map of clusters in Energy vs σ (~depth) plane
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GEANT4 SIMULATION
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Main Contaminant 
• Primordial nuclide 238U, 232Th 

—>210Pb

• Copper activation

• CCD specific contributions  

32Si, 32P, 22Na, 3H 

Figure 33: Simulation of the copper box and the di↵erent modules

14.1.1 Descriptions
of the volumes

684

The DAMIC at SNOLAB geometry is made of 190 volumes, 74 of them unique. We coded the di↵erent parts

685

of the geometry based on the draft approved by Greg Derylo from Fermi Lab.

686

The one significant
di↵erence between

simulation and the actual detector
is the polyethylene

shielding, which

687

is not simulated. The polyeth
ylene shielding is 42cm thick and separated from the CCDs by the Lead shield-

688

ing, the vessel, and the copper box. Thus t
he e↵ect of the polystyrene radioactivity is very low, and we will

689

not be sensitive to it.
690

TODO: Give some number from work in the internship
look at the note produced and also

691

work from Diego.
692

693

We can split the DAMIC geometry in 6 di↵erent parts (materials order by concentration):

694

• Outer lead shielding: 21cm thick and surrounding the ves
sel. Materials: Lead and Nitrogen(surroundi

ng

695

the lead) (fig 32)
696

• Vessel. Materials: Copper (fi
g 32)

697

• Inner lead shielding: located inside the vessel at the top and bottom of it. Materials: Lead, Copper,

698

Stainless-Steel
699

• Copper box and the lead inside of it (fig 33)

700

• Modules(screws inclu
ded) and the kapton cables. Materials: Copper, K

apton, Silicon (fig 33)

701

• CCDs: Silicon
702

35

(a) Modules (b) Image of the top layer

Figure 34: Caption

14.1.2 Focus on the CCDs geometry703

DAMIC CCDs in the simulation, fig 34a are 64.36 ⇥ 63.99mm2and 675µm (Previously: 61.74 ⇥ 62.22mm2
704

). The CCD is not entirely sensitive to energy deposition. There are non sensitive parts in the CCD:705

• Top dead layer : 2µm at the top of the CCDs. In reality the layer thickness fluctuates34b.706

• Bot dead layer : 6µm at the bottom of the CCDs707

• Side parts708

The total sensitive part of each CCDs is 61.74⇥61.92mm2and 669µm. The sensitive part is set as a Sensitive709

Detector in Geant4, thus it can retrieve information about the di↵erent steps occurring inside of it.710

The top dead layer is composed by 3 di↵erent parts (top to bottom)[12][3]:711

• Gate Electrodes: 1.6µm thick, made of Silicon Dioxide SiO2712

• Polysilicon: 0.3µm thick, made of Silicon713

• Gate Dielectric 0.1µm thick, made of Silicon Nitride Si3O4714

The bottom dead layer is 6µm thick in the simulation. It is composed by 8 di↵erent parts (top to bottom)715

[12][3]:716

• Gettering Layer: 4µm thick, made of Silicon717

• Nitride Layer: 0.1µm thick, made of Silicon Nitride Si3O4718

• 3 Silicon Layers: 0.4µm thick, made of Silicon719

• 3 Silicon Dioxide Layers: 0.3µm thick, made of Silicon Dioxide SiO2720

It is important to note that there might be some recombination occurring a region <1µm between the721

gettering layer and the active region. Thus there might be a small number of events where only a fraction722

of the charge is drifted across the active region. These events are not included in the simulation.723

To get more information about the real CCD production, you can find some information on the paper from724

Steven Holland [12] and the CCD patent [3]. Could be important: something to think about725

36

Expected contributions: 
• low energy gamma

• low energy beta

• neutron —> negligible

Simulations features 
• CCD structure

• Bulk and surface simulation

• G4 Livermore physics list



DETECTOR RESPONSE SIMULATION + STANDARD ANALYSIS
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Cosmology from Home 2020 – DAMIC – Daniel Baxter

Processing Simulation Output

• Each isotope is individually simulated 
for each detector volume with the 
energy and position of each deposition 
recorded.
• We then apply our diffusion model to 

the energy depositions and pixelate on 
our 15x15 micron CCDs
• …rebin these pixels according to our 

1x100 readout 
• …and apply saturation and noise

20

Templates of clusters in Energy Depth plane



BACKGROUND ESTIMATION FROM DATA
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• Set the Energy range: [6 - 20] keV 

• Collect the G4 simulated template for volume / 

contaminant

• Adjust with a 2D [E vs Depth] binned likelihood template fit 

between data and simulation 
- constrained by assays and coincidence analysis

Part U-238 Ra-226 Pb-210 Th-232 K-40
CCD <0.53 <0.43 <33* <0.4 <0.04
Kapton cable 5000 ± 420 420 ± 490 420* 280 ± 40 2480 ± 170
Copper <10.7 <11.2 2350 ± 720 <3.5 <2.7
Module Screws 1400 ± 3800 <138 2350 ± 720† 200 ± 140 2400 ± 1300
Ancient lead shield <2.0 <22.5 2850‡ 0.2‡ <0.5
Outer lead shield <1.1 <17.6 1560000 ± 430000 <0.4 <19

Table 13: Activities used to constrain the amount of radioactivity in each simulated. detector volume, in
units of decays/kg/day. An asterisk* indicates a template which is no longer used in this analysis. A dagger†

indicates a preliminary assumption which has minimal (<0.1 dru) e↵ect on the final background model. A
double-dagger‡ indicates a measurement which is fixed (given 1% uncertainty) in this analysis, either due to
unknown precision or to reduce degeneracy among the fit parameters.

CCDs939

• The U-238 and Th-232 are constrained by Ariel’s analysis on docDB 5181.940

• The Ra-226 is constrained by a previous analysis from Alvaro using 1x1 data.941

• The bulk Pb-210 upper limit (<33 decays/kg/day) comes from the 2015 Backgrounds paper [19], but942

is not included in this analysis, as the true concentration must be is orders of magnitude lower to be943

in agreement with the rate of bulk events in the x-ray peaks.944

• The K-40 concentration is determined by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to be <0.014 ppb945

wt, which is converted to decays/kg/day according to a primordial concentration of 1 Bq/kg per 32.3946

ppm K by weight.947

• Additionally (and not in the Table), we constrain Si-32 to be 11.5±2.4 decays/kg/day [?]. (DB: will948

cite upcoming coincidence note from Ariel)949

• Additionally (and not in the Table), we constrain Na-22 to be 27.8±5.4 decays/kg/day. This number950

comes from the integral of a Gaussian fit to the peak on top of a flat background, adjusted for a951

branching fraction of 0.13%.952

• We set an unconstrained default value for tritium decay in the CCD of 25 decays/kg/day. This value953

is chosen to ensure the corresponding fit parameter (scaling the amount of tritium) is ⇠1 in the bulk.954

Kapton Cable955

• The U-238, Th-232, and K-40 concentrations are determined from ICP-MS assay of a similar cable at956

PNNL. These results are not yet posted.957

• The Ra-226 and Cs-137 are constrained by Gamma Counting at SNOLAB (Assay DAMIC 6).958

• Activation of the copper (assumed to be half of the cable mass) is determined by assuming the same959

exposure time and cooldown time as the copper box (see below).960

• The default Pb-210 activity in the cable is determined by the Ra-226 activity. This is wrong as these961

are not expected to be in equilibrium. However, we find that this component is largely degenerate962

with other, more dominant “external” sources of Pb-210. Thus, the template for Pb-210 in the cable963

is removed from this analysis.964

46

measurement / upper limits on actvities



BACKGROUND STUDY RESULTS
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• Sensitive to structure of the CCD

• Important guide for next generation CCD based experiment

Fermilab Wine & Cheese Seminar  – April 17, 2020 – DAMIC – Daniel Baxter

ISDP (getter) ~1 μm

Si3N4 0.10 μm

P-doped 
polysilicon* 0.4 μm

SiO2
* 0.3 μm

P-doped 
polysilicon* 0.4 μm

SiO2 0.3 μm

P-doped 
polysilicon 0.4 μm

SiO2 0.3 μm

TOTAL ~3 μm

CCD Structure

37

Silicon Dioxide
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z=669μm

z=670μm

z=672μm

Silicon Nitride

Simulated CCD GeometryFront

Back

Fermilab Wine & Cheese Seminar  – April 17, 2020 – DAMIC – Daniel Baxter

Degenerate Upper
CCD Activation
Intrinsic Si-32
Wafer Surface
CCD Surface
OFHC Pb-210
Copper Activation
Kapton Cables
Lead
Brass Screws

Background Contributions

1

• ~30% of background comes 
from the CCD bulk
• 3H production from silicon 

activation or intrinsic 32Si
• ~15% of background comes 

from wafer surface 210Pb
• ~10% of background comes 

from CCD surface 210Pb
• ~30% of background comes 

from OFHC copper
• …remaining ~15% comes from 

a mixed bag of detector 
materials
• Kapton cables and lead

~10 dru total

CCD 
activation

Wafer 
surface

CCD 
surface

OFHC 
210Pb

Copper activation

Kapton 

cable

De
ge

ne
ra

te



PARTIAL CHARGE COLLECTION
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• SIMS measurement of the CCD show a diffusion of P donor on 
a few microns in the bulk region


• Leads to effects at low energies

• Performed systematic studies on this effect (shift, temperature)

Backside Charge Collection E�ciency

Secondary Ion Mass
Spectrometry (SIMS) gives
profile of CCD backside
composition
I Presence of H in the

gettering layer, used to
extract impurities from the
CCD bulk in manufacturing

I Phosphorous represents
donor (free charge)
concentration

I Phosphorous concentration
drops to 1011 atoms / cc in
CCD bulk

27 / 58

Backside Charge Collection E�ciency

Donor concentration changes Si transport properties (µ, · , Ę) and changes the
ability to collect charge. Not yet validated with radioactive sources.

28 / 58



ENERGY PROJECTION
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Energy Projection

24

A. Aguilar-Arevalo
et al. [arXiv:2007.15622] (2020)
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Ne K Si K
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BACKGROUND MODEL + DATA
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17 Extraction of WIMP signal and limit1360

In the following sections we detail our analysis of a WIMP signal and limit extraction. We will discuss in1361

detail the log likelihood function that we are maximizing, the fit results for a signal extraction, and a limit1362

given the data from DAMIC at SNOLAB. The code for this analysis is located at https://github.com/1363

alexanderpiers/DAMICWIMPSearch.1364

17.1 Log-Likelihood Function1365

For a given data set (we define Extension 1 and 2-12, or CCD 1 and 2-7 respectively in the paper, but we1366

will continue with the extension nomenclature for the remainder of this document, as separate data sets) we1367

define the following extended likelihood function:1368

lnL(s, bsys,M, cpcc,↵pcc) = �(s+ bsys) +
NX

i=1

ln
�
sfs(Ei,�xi|M) + bsysfbsys(Ei,�xi|cpcc,↵pcc)

�
(24)

Where1369

bsys = bmodel + cpccbpcc (25)

And1370

fbsys(Ei,�xi|cpcc,↵pcc) =
bmodelfbmodel + bpcccpccfpcc

bmodel + bpcccpcc
(26)

The first term is the general extended likelihood Poisson fluctuation term and the second term is the1371

probability that a given event (we sum over all N events in the data set) can be attributed to signal or1372

background.1373

The following list is a definition of terms in the extended likelihood function:1374

• s - Number of signal events.1375

• fs - The two dimensional (over energy and �x space) probability that a given event comes from the1376

signal distribution; this function is normalized to one over our energy and �x range. More information1377

in Section 17.1.1.1378

• bsys - Number of background events including systematic uncertainties in the background model.1379

• fbsys - The two dimensional (over energy and �x space) probability that a given event comes background1380

distribution; this function is normalized to one over our energy and �x range. This function is derived1381

from our background model from the fit above 6 keVee and our systematic uncertainties in the partial1382

charge region. More information in Section 17.1.2.1383

• cpcc - Amplitude of the e↵ect of the partial charge region. This parameter is a scaling factor on the1384

number of partial charge events being added relative to some lower bound (0 means no PCC events1385

added, 1 means bpcc events, or back to our nominal model).1386

• bpcc - If we consider some lower bound PCC model, where the spectra is nearly flat, bpcc is the1387

di↵erence in the number of events between this lower bound and nominal model. Each dataset has a1388

bpcc associated with it that is proportional to the backside event rate.1389

• ↵pcc - Decay constant of the correction due to uncertainty in the partial charge collection model in1390

keV
1
2
ee.1391

• fpcc - The parametrized form of the e↵ect the partial charge model has on the background model. This1392

form is explained in Section 17.1.2.1393

• M - Mass of the WIMP in GeV c�2.1394
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• bmodel - Number event predicted in the ROI by the fit above 6 keVeefor a lower bound PCC case.1395

• N , ~E, ~�x - Data related parameters: number, energy, and �x of clusters.1396

To combine multiple data sets, we define a joint log-likelihood function:1397

lnLjoint(stot,~b,M, cpcc,↵pcc| ~E, ~�x) =
2X

k=1

lnLk(�kstot, bk,M, cpcc,↵pcc| ~Ek, ~�xk) (27)

Where the index k runs over each data set; we define k = 1 as Ext. 1 and k = 2 as Ext. 2-12. For each1398

set, bk is the number of background events, �k is a multiplicative factor based on the relative exposures ( 171399

and 6
7 for Ext 1. and 2-12, respectively). We only fit for the total number of signal events (assuming we are1400

searching for a single WIMP mass and ���n) and so �k multiplies the total number of signal events to get1401

signal events per data set. ~Ek and ~�xk are the energy and �x of clusters in a data set. The M , cpcc, and1402

↵pcc fit parameters are shared between the data sets.1403

We perform our final statistical analysis on this joint log-likelihood function.1404

17.1.1 Signal Probability1405

The signal probability distribution function–fs(E,�x|M)–is the probability distribution function that a given1406

(E,�x) position comes from aWIMP or generic bulk excess signal. We compute this PDF by taking a uniform1407

E-z space distribution converted to E-�x space using PointDepSim (Section 15.0.1). This distribution1408

captures the bulk spectrum in E-�x space (the expected spatial interaction of a WIMP), but is agnostic to1409

the actual energy dependence of a signal. We then multiply the amplitude of all �x bins of a given energy1410

with a scaling of the WIMP (generic bulk) rate for a specific M (↵s). In other words, we enforce that the1411

projection on the energy axis follows the expected WIMP rate-energy relationship for a given mass, just that1412

the amplitude of the rate is weighted across the �xaxis. That is, each bin in the histogram is scaled by:1413

Z
Ehigh

Elow

fw(E(kevee)|M)dE (28)

Where fw is the WIMP spectrum for a given mass (assuming standard halo parameters, see [10] for more1414

details), including detector resolution, in electron equivalent energy, Elow is the bin lower edge energy, and1415

Ehigh is upper edge energy.1416

Alternatively, if we are using a generic bulk excess, the equivalent function (fb) that we scale the uniform1417

E-z PDF by is a decaying exponential in energy, with decay length ↵s, with a step at E = 0, convolved with1418

the noise to get the resolution. The form of this function is:1419

fb(E|↵s,�) =
N

↵s
exp(�E/↵s) exp(�

2/2↵2
s) erfc

✓
�/↵s � Ep

2�

◆
(29)

And then performing the same scaling of the template PDF listed above.1420

Note the detector acceptance is not included in this integral because it is encoded in the uniform E-�x1421

space distribution.1422

The fs(E,�x|M) PDF is then normalized so that the integral over the parameters search space (E 21423

[0.05, 6] keVee, excluding the silicon fluorescence detailed in Section 17.1.4, and �x 2 [0, 1.2] pixels) is one so1424

that the histogram is a true probability density function.1425

17.1.2 Background Probability1426

The fbsys probability density is composed of three components: the background modeling above 6 keVee,1427

the uncertainty in the partial charge collection region, and the getter 3H spectrum (this spectrum has no1428

events in the background modeling region, so the fit cannot comment on the amount and we must include1429

it as a systematic). Fortunately, our investigation into the partial charge uncertainty suggests that both of1430

these systematics can be characterized by a single parametrized function on the backside of the CCD.1431
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fs

Extended likelihood function for WIMP spectrum

We actually do it for a generic bulk excess…



BACKGROUND MODEL + DATA + EXCESS
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• We report an excess — not interpreted as DM

• Additional checks are needed 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EXCESS
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• best fit finds ~17 events in excess with an expo. decay of 67eV

• back and bulk excess are not degenerate
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SO WHAT IS IT THEN ???
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• missing component in the background model

• detector effect on the front side of the CCD

• Silicon new physics 

• Dark Matter interaction

• …



WIMP LIMITS
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• We report a limit on WIMP - nucleon SI interaction 

• Significant fraction of the CDMS Si excluded 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FIG. 4. Upper limit (90% CL) on ���n obtained from this
analysis (solid red line). The expectation ±1� band if only
known backgrounds are present in our data set is shown by the
red band. For comparison, we also include 90% CL exclusion
limits from our previous result with a 0.6 kg d exposure [11],
other experiments [4, 6], and the 90% CL contours for the
WIMP-signal interpretation of the CDMS silicon result [4].

of parameter space. We removed from the data and in
the generation of the PDFs clusters where only one pixel
has a value greater than 1.6�pix, which correspond to
56% of front-surface events but only 6.5% of bulk events
with energies <200 eVee. A fit performed to the data
following this selection returns values for s and ✏ consis-
tent with the previous result, with an increased p-value
of 2.6⇥ 10�3.

Limited statistics and possible unidentified inaccura-
cies in the detector background model prevent a definite
interpretation of this event excess. We plan to further in-
vestigate its origin by improving the measurement of the
ionization spectrum with lower noise skipper CCDs [18]
deployed in the DAMIC cryostat at SNOLAB. Never-
theless, we set upper limits on the amplitude of a sig-
nal from spin-independent coherent WIMP-nucleus elas-
tic scattering. Starting from the (E,�x) template of
uniformly distributed events, we constructed a PDF of
a WIMP signal by scaling the amplitude as a function
of energy by the expected spectrum from nuclear re-
coils [3] for a given m�; we used a speed distribution
with standard galactic halo parameters: escape speed
of 544 km s�1, most probable galactic WIMP speed of
220 km s�1, mean orbital speed of Earth with respect
to the galactic center of 232 km s�1, and local WIMP
density of 0.3GeV c�2 cm�3. To translate from nuclear-
recoil energy to the measured electron-equivalent energy,
we used the parametrization from Ref. [11] based on neu-
tron calibration data from Ref. [19]. We included in our
fit function a WIMP signal PDF with m�, and performed
the fit with ���n free. From likelihood ratio tests be-
tween this best-fit result and the result of a constrained
fit with fixed ���n, we calculated the statistical signifi-
cance for the WIMP signal in (m�,���n) space. Figure 4

shows the 90% confidence-level (CL) upper limit obtained
from our data compared to other experiments. We also
present the ±1� expectation band by running the limit-
setting procedure on Monte Carlo data sets drawn from
our best-fit background model, in the absence of the un-
known bulk component.

The derived exclusion limit is the most stringent
from a silicon target experiment for WIMPs with
m�<9GeV c�2. Although the presence of the unknown
bulk component causes a mismatch between the derived
and expected upper limit at small m�, the agreement
for m�>6GeV c�2 implies that the observed excess is in-
consistent with the standard WIMP-signal interpretation
of the nuclear-recoil event excess from the CDMS sili-
con experiment [4]. Consequently, we exclude with the
same nuclear target a significant fraction of the parame-
ter space that corresponds to this interpretation. Gener-
ally, this result uncovers with a sizeable exposure the ion-
ization spectrum in silicon down to nuclear-recoil energies
of 0.6 keV, an order-of-magnitude improvement from the
7 keV threshold of the CDMS experiment, providing a di-
rect constraint for any dark matter interpretation of the
CDMS excess.
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Preliminary	design

Projections	for	DAMIC-M
• The	DAMIC-M	detector	(DAMIC	at	
Modane)	will	achieve	background-free	
exposure	of	1	kg-year	above	a	
threshold	of	2e- using	Skipper	CCDs
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FUTURE
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• DAMIC at SNOLAB continues… 
• a few Skipper CCDs (sub e- resolution) will be installed 

—> lower threshold

• threshold effect or new bkg component or new physics…


• DAMIC-M  
• 1kg scale detector at Modane is being developed


• First demonstrator with science results ~2021

• Full experiment ~ 2022/2023


• see Ben Kilminster (tuesday 11h25 room 3 ) 
DAMIC-M


